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Session overview

- **12:30 - 13:00** Presentation
- **13:00 - 13:50** Q&A, Discussion
- **13:50 - 14:00** Wrap-up
Wikipedia as a driver for change
June 22-27, 2016

Pre-conference: wednesday, June 22 - thursday, June 23

Conference: friday, June 24 - sunday, June 26

Post-conference: monday, June 27
location
1. Conference participants
   a. Beginners
   b. Advanced

   Journalists
   Cultural institutions
   Special guests, partners

2. Esino Lario community

3. People in Italy and Switzerland
   a. Associations, cultural institutions, public administrations
   b. Students
   c. Female entrepreneurship and the Internet
evening program

1. Collaborative space
2. Free as free beer
3. Workshops
4. Performances
5. Video projections
6. Thematic dinners with short evening excursions
1. Hackathon and/or DevCamp
2. Training (volunteers)
3. Discussions and meetings for specific groups (chapters, GLAM etc.)
1. Presentations
- User digest
- Critical issues
- Posters, brochures
- Community village

2. Discussions
- Thematic
- Meetups
1. Meetups, use of the collaborative space
2. Wikimania meeting
working sessions

Presentations
- User digest
- Critical issues
- Posters
- Community village
- Brochures

Discussions
- Thematic
- Meetups

Technical and training
- Hackathon/DevCamp
- Training
- Collaborative space
**user digest presentations**

**what:** provides an overview of many different topics

**target:** beginners (no background knowledge required)

**where:** largest meeting space (sport hall)

**selection:** direct invitation (suggested by liaison)

**topics:** status of the organization, strategies related to territories, education, GLAMs, dynamics of the online community, research related to Wikipedia and the Wikimedia projects, software development, events, legislation
critical issues presentations

**what**: presents a critical issue: problem, possible solution, critical analysis

**target**: advanced (background knowledge required)

**where**: medium spaces (theatre of the Kindergarten, meeting)

**selection**: call for proposals (maybe with blind peer-review)

**topics**: topics meant to nourish discussions
community village

with posters, brochures and help desks

what: provides an overview of what is going on in the movement in different countries and locations

target: everyone

where: Former Museum/collaborative space
thematic discussions

**what**: discussions with an objective

**target**: advanced and beginners

**where**: Primary School

**objectives**: taking a decision, browsing possible solutions for a problem, making latent problems and issues emerging, considering a topic from different perspectives

**selection**: community proposals (collected by liaison)
meetups

**what:** small informal meetings on specific topics

**target:** specific or general, small groups

**where:** small spaces, bars, restaurants and the tensile structure; outdoor

**when:** time for meetups included in the schedule (not simply planned after the working sessions or at lunch)
**what:** classic Wikimania pre-conference event during which computer programmers are invited to collaborate on Wikimedia software projects

**target:** software developers

**where:** primary school (~200 seats)
training sessions

what: meant to enhance skills

target: advanced and beginners

where: Multimedia room of the new museum

selection: community proposals (collected by liaison)

topics: focus on practice
selection process

Call for proposal
* Critical issues

Liaisons
* User digest
* Discussions
* Training
Questions?

Iolanda Pensa
[[User:ilopensa]]
iolanda@pensa.it

Ginevra Sanvitale
[[User:Atropine]]
ginevra.sanvitale@wikimedia.it
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